Trotec safety screen
operating manual
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Set up
1. All our Trotec safety screens are delivered with a professional
transportation bag.
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2. Take out the safety screen from the bag
and put it down on the ground.
It is not necessary to set up the safety
screen at location, as it can be carried to
the desired location, even when built.

5. Firmly hold the two top frame bars with both hands (B) and
stand with one foot on the red PVC strips (C) in order to
stabilise the lower frame. Now press with either your leg or
knee against the fixing disk towards the outside (A), so that the
material comes under tension. Conclusion: The four bar ends
should be stable before putting the structure under tension.
6. Now you stretch consecutively
the side walls to all frame
bars. The safety screen is
now fully assembled and may
still need to be fixed with the
U herring, magnets, clamping
straps, telescopic rods and
rope set which are available
as an accessory.

3. Put the safety screen in such a position that
all the 4 frame bars and the fixing disks (A)
have enough space for building up.

Dismantling
7. In order to dismantle, you
have to hold the middle of one
frame bar on the upper-side
with one hand , while standing with one foot on the red
then you pull one of
V strap,
the upper bars with the other
hand, in your direction.
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4. Take with both hands the upper
frame bars (B) and erect them
into a vertical position.
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8. Please fold the 4 frame bars in such a
way that all the 4 fixing disks comes
together and then compromise the
volume by using the white nylon strap.
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Directions on the care, maintenance,
storage and repair of Trotec safety screen
Care
The material consists of extremely robust polyester cloth. For cleaning, even when heavily soiled,
use only clean water and no detergent or soap solutions.

Maintenance
The cloth, the fiberglass bars and the fixings are basically maintenance-free.
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Storage
The wall must be completely dry for hygienic reasons and durability before packing and storing.
If due to weather conditions, drying is not immediately suitable, this should as soon as possible,
but no later than 12 hours, due to the risk of mildew growth.

Repair
If in operation a crack or hole in the cloth should arise, you can repair the safety screen with Trotec work tent repair kit.
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